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Abstract: Multi-AXis Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (MAX-DOAS) instruments are
used worldwide to retrieve pollutant information from visible (VIS) and ultra-violet (UV) diffuse
solar spectra. A similar instrument, able to meet the Fiducial Reference Measurements for DOAS
(FRM4DOAS) standard requirements, is not yet present in the Po Valley (Italy), one of the most
polluted regions in Europe. Our purpose is to close this gap exploiting the SkySpec-2D, a FRM4DOAS-
compliant MAX-DOAS instrument bought by the Italian research institute CNR-ISAC in May 2021. As
a first step, SkySpec-2D was involved in two measurement campaigns to assess its performance: the
first one in August 2021 in Bologna where TROPOGAS, a research-grade custom-built MAX-DOAS
instrument is located; the second one in September 2021 at the BAQUNIN facility at La Sapienza
University (Rome) near the Pandora#117 instrument. Both campaigns revealed a good quality of
SkySpec-2D measurements. Indeed, good agreement was found with TROPOGAS (correlation 0.77),
Pandora#117 (correlation 0.9) and satellite (TROPOMI and OMI) measurements. Having assessed its
performance, the SkySpec-2D was permanently moved to the “Giorgio Fea” observatory in San Petro
Capofiume, located in the middle of the Po Valley, where it has been continuously acquiring zenith and
off-axis diffuse solar spectra from the 1 October 2021. Nowadays, its MAX-DOAS measurements are
routinely provided to the FRM4DOAS team with the purpose to be soon included in the FRM4DOAS
validation network.

Keywords: MAX-DOAS; earth observation; remote sensing; Po Valley

1. Introduction

The direct link between traffic, pollution from industries, and health diseases, espe-
cially in big cities, has been reported by several studies. NO2, CO, O3 and CH4 concen-
trations, as well as particulates (PM2.5 and PM10), can have an impact on different types
of diseases (from cardiovascular [1] to respiratory [2]). For this reason, the monitoring of
those species, routinely carried out by local and national agencies, provides an important
contribution to the success of sustainable development goals [3] such as ensuring healthy
lives and making cities safe and sustainable. In particular, NOx (the sum of NO and NO2)
plays a crucial role in air quality but also in climate change issues.

Tropospheric NOx is mainly due to anthropogenic sources. According to [4], in Italy
in 2018 the main source of NOx emissions was road transport (about 43%); other mobile
sources and machinery contribute to the total emissions with 19%, combustion in energy
contributes for 6% and combustion in industry for 9%. Non-industrial combustion plants
account for 13% of the total. In 2019, due to the lockdown restrictions adopted to contain the
COVID-19 pandemic, a reduction of NO2 tropospheric concentrations has been observed
over Europe from ground-based and satellite instruments [5,6]. In Italy, an important
pollution reduction has been observed around Rome [7,8] and in the Po Valley [9,10], in
the northern part of Italy. The Po Valley is the most industrialized and polluted area of
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Italy; here, high mountains surround the Po basin, preventing pollution from dispersion,
especially in wintertime.

The Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) technique is used world-
wide to derive information on trace gas concentrations, e.g., of NO2. In particular, zenith-
sky measurements have been exploited to retrieve NO2 Vertical Column Densities
(VCDs) [11] and tropospheric columns [12], while Multi-AXis DOAS (MAX-DOAS) in-
struments, employed in the most polluted Western European countries (e.g., in Belgium,
Germany, and the Netherlands), are particularly suitable for deriving NO2 vertical profiles
in the lower part of the troposphere. In addition to their importance for air quality studies,
MAX-DOAS instruments are particularly suitable for the validation of satellite products
(together with Zenith-Sky DOAS and Direct Sun instruments (e.g., Pandora)) [13–15].
These aspects motivated the European Space Agency (ESA) to fund a project named Fidu-
cial References Measurements for DOAS (FRM4DOAS, https://frm4doas.aeronomie.be,
last access on 5 August 2022) for the homogenization of MAX-DOAS measurements and
processing practices [16,17].

Despite being the most polluted Italian area, no continuous DOAS/MAX-DOAS
measurements compliant with FRM4DOAS standards are performed in the Po Valley.
DOAS measurements not compliant with the standards were performed in the framework
of a few campaigns (e.g., [18,19]) and from two DOAS/MAX-DOAS instruments, developed
at CNR-ISAC and located in the Emilia Romagna Region: one at Mount Cimone and the
other in Bologna. The instrument located in Bologna is the Tropospheric Gas Analyser
Spectrometer (TROPOGAS) and has measured diffuse solar spectra on the roof of the
CNR-ISAC building since 2018. This remote sensing UV–VIS system has the capability
to measure at different elevations and azimuthal angles, which is necessary for MAX-
DOAS applications.

The need for DOAS measurements satisfying Quality Assurance (QA) criteria mo-
tivates, in the frame of the Instrument Data Evaluation and Analysis Service (IDEAS+)
Quality Assurance for Earth Observation (QA4EO) service DOAS-BO ESA project, the as-
sessment of the performances of the TROPOGAS spectrometer with respect to FRM4DOAS
requirements and the update of its measurement configuration and data analysis to follow
the FRM4DOAS standards as much as possible [20]. In May 2021, the CNR-ISAC institute
acquired a new MAX-DOAS system in the context of the Italian funded project “Sviluppo
delle Infrastrutture e Programma Biennale degli Interventi del Consiglio Nazionale delle
Ricerche—Potenziamento Infrastrutturale: progetti di ricerca strategici per l′ente. Pro-
getto 32—ASSE NORD Pianura Padana Mt. Cimone, Bologna, San Pietro Capofiume”.
The chosen system is the SkySpec-2D-210 (herein SkySpec-2D), which is compliant with
FRM4DOAS requirements. The selected location for this system is the “Giorgio Fea” mete-
orological observatory at San Pietro Capofiume (herein SPC), Bologna, in the middle of the
Po Valley and far from cities and local polluted hot spots. That position is representative
of the background pollution in the Po Valley and makes these measurements suitable for
satellite validation.

The two projects mentioned above create opportunities to:

• re-enforce the Italian know-how on DOAS/MAX-DOAS techniques, following the
legacy of the CNR-ISAC institute;

• re-enforce the observational potential of the Po Valley infrastructure through the ac-
quisition of a ground-based remote sensing instrument compliant with ESA reference
standards that can be used for both satellite validation and scientific studies of air
quality in one of the most polluted European regions.

In this paper, we describe the work carried out to set up the new MAX-DOAS measure-
ment site at SPC in the Po Valley. To assess its performance against a similar instrument, the
SkySpec-2D system was employed in an inter-comparison campaign with the research-grade
custom-built TROPOGAS spectrometer in Bologna in August 2021. Then, at the beginning
of September 2021, the instrument took part in a second inter-comparison campaign at
the Boundary-layer Air Quality-analysis Using Network of Instruments (BAQUNIN, [21])
super-site at La Sapienza University in Rome, where the Pandora#117 instrument, fiducial
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reference instrument for satellite validation, is located. Finally, at the end of September
2021, the SkySpec-2D was installed at its final location at the “Giorgio Fea” SPC observa-
tory. Here, we describe the results of the inter-comparison campaigns and show the first
results of NO2 total VCD retrievals obtained in a nine-month period by the SkySpec-2D
at SPC. Comparisons with collocated satellite data are also reported (e.g., from the TRO-
POspheric Monitoring Instrument (TROPOMI) [22] and the Ozone Monitoring Instrument
(OMI) [23]). For the comparisons, we consider the total NO2 VCDs, retrieved from zenith-
sky MAX-DOAS measurements, from sun direct Pandora measurements, and from satellite
measurements.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the instruments used
during this work, the analysis method adopted and the inter-comparison campaigns
performed to evaluate the performances of the SkySpec-2D instrument that is now installed
at the “Giorgio Fea” SPC station. Results are given in Section 3, discussion in Section 4 and
conclusions in Section 5.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Ground-Based Instruments

As the primary objective of this paper is to assess the SkySpec-2D performances, its
measurements have been compared to the ones acquired by two other ground-based remote
sensing systems: the TROPOGAS and the Pandora systems. A brief description of the three
instruments involved in this study is given in this section.

2.1.1. SkySpec-2D

The SkySpec-2D is developed by Airyx GmbH (previously EnviMes) (https://airyx.de,
last access on 5 August 2022). Since the SkySpec instrument series allows for low-effort,
efficient, and reliable atmospheric observations with the passive DOAS method (according
to Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) standard 4212), they are commonly used by the DOAS
community. Its spectra, acquired in the UV and VIS spectral regions (from 300 nm to 550 nm
approximately), provide information on the tropospheric and stratospheric concentration
and distribution of various trace gases, e.g., NO2, SO2, formaldehyde, and aerosol optical
depth. The SkySpec-2D system is composed of a measurement PC, a case containing two
spectrometers (one for VIS and the other for UV) that must be placed indoors, and a
telescope coupled with the spectrometers through an optical fiber. To increase the signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR), each spectrum is acquired in a total time between 20 and 50 s, depending
on the time of day, and is the sum of several spectra, each of them measured within an
exposure time automatically estimated to prevent the saturation of the CCD sensor. This
model of Airyx instrument already took part in FRM4DOAS campaigns such as the Cabauw
Intercomparison of Nitrogen Dioxide Measuring Instruments (CINDI) [24].

2.1.2. TROPOGAS

The TROPOGAS spectrometer is a research-grade, custom-built system developed at
CNR-ISAC. It has a spectral resolution of about 0.4 nm in the UV region and 0.5 nm in the
VIS region and measures zenith and off-axis atmospheric scattered radiation in the spectral
region from 300 to 600 nm. In the core of the spectrometer, the radiation is measured
by a cooled (at −20 ◦C to reduce the thermal noise and dark current) charge-coupled
device (CCD) sensor. For spectral analysis, a spectral binning is performed to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio as well as the time resolution of the measurements. The TROPOGAS
spectrometer is coupled with an Alt-Azimuth platform, developed and implemented at
CNR-ISAC in collaboration with the Evora University, with an optical fibre, and it is used
for off-axis and zenith-sky measurements of diffuse solar radiation. The Alt-Azimuth
platform is a small telescope with a mirror lens, a field of view (FOV) of a few degrees,
and both azimuth and zenith movements. Every spectrum acquired by TROPOGAS is the
average of a fixed number of 36 spectra, each of them acquired in the same time, from 0 to
3 s, automatically estimated to prevent the saturation of the CCD sensor. In general, the
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acquisition of a TROPOGAS measurement requires a higher total time than SkySpec-2D.
More details on the system can be found in [25,26].

2.1.3. Pandora

The Pandora instrument performs direct-sun measurements in the UV–VIS spectral
range (280–525 nm) and provides NO2, O3, and CH2O total VCDs, among other products.
The trace gas amount is determined using the DOAS technique and the theoretical solar
spectrum as a reference. Data are retrieved with a temporal resolution of 80 s. The Pandonia
Global Network (PGN) is the net of instruments used to monitor trace gases all over
the world (currently over 100 locations, see https://www.pandonia-global-network.org,
last access on 5 August 2022). The data produced by PGN instruments are calibrated,
processed, visualized, and distributed on the PGN central server. The full description of
the Pandora instrument and the algorithm for the inversion methodology can be found
in [27]. In this work, we use the data of the Pandora#117 system located at the BAQUNIN
super-site of University La Sapienza in Rome (https://www.baqunin.eu/, last access on 5
August 2022) [21].

2.2. Analysis Method

Here, we describe the general analysis steps performed to estimate the NO2 VCDs
from the measurements acquired by the two MAX-DOAS instruments (SkySpec-2D and
TROPOGAS) during both the measurement campaigns. More specific details on each
campaign will be provided in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2.1. DOAS Fit for SCDs Estimate

We analyse the zenith-sky spectra measured by the two CNR-ISAC MAX-DOAS
systems (TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D) with the DOAS technique to retrieve NO2 Total
VCDs. The full description of the technique is beyond the scope of the present work and
more details can be found in [28]. In the first step, NO2 Slant Column Densities (SCDs) are
estimated from the measured zenith-sky spectra. The zenith-sky spectra are processed by
the QDOAS (https://uv-vis.aeronomie.be/software/QDOAS/, last access on 5 August
2022) software, which estimates the NO2 SCDs and their errors due to the fit. These errors
are about 1015 molec/cm2 for both TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D and can be considered
random. In this step, all the measurements acquired by each of the two MAX-DOAS
instruments are analyzed with respect to a fixed reference spectrum, chosen at low SZA
(around noon), in order to avoid high atmospheric absorption.

For the QDOAS analysis, NO2 cross-sections at different temperatures can be used
depending on the target of the analysis: the cross-section at 220 K is used for stratospheric
VCDs retrievals, while the one at 298 K is mainly used for tropospheric NO2 VCD retrievals
and in MAX-DOAS applications. In the next Sections 2.3 and 2.4, we will discuss the choices
of the NO2 absorption cross-sections used in the different campaigns. Moreover, the effect
of using NO2 cross-sections at different temperatures is further discussed in Section 3.

2.2.2. Air Mass Factors Simulation

The SCDs are converted into VCDs using Air Mass Factors (AMFs) calculated with
the SCIATRAN code [29]. The AMFs are simulated considering standard trace gases,
temperature and pressure vertical profiles available in the SCIATRAN code, which account
for monthly and latitudinal variations. No presence of aerosol and a constant surface
albedo of 0.3 are used for the simulations. However, real AMFs can strongly differ from the
simulated ones, introducing an important source of error [30,31]. Indeed, we performed
some tests that showed us that just the NO2 input profile can affect the simulated AMFs
more than 100% in highly polluted conditions and mainly at high SZAs.

https://www.pandonia-global-network.org
https://www.baqunin.eu/
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2.2.3. Reference Contribution Estimate

Since the NO2 absorption in the reference spectrum is not negligible, its contribution
is inferred through the use of the Minimum Langley Extrapolation (MLE) [27] and is
added to the retrieved SCDs. For the MLE plot analysis, all the measurements relative
to SZAs < 80◦ are considered. We divide the SCDs into different AMFs bins (0.1◦ width),
finding the lowest SCD value (please consider that we removed the outliers that fall outside
3 standard deviations). Linear interpolation is then applied to the minimum values relative
to the bins which contain a significant population. The value of the intercept is the SCD
reference contribution. To estimate the uncertainty related to the knowledge of the reference
contribution, we analyzed a long period of SkySpec-2D data with the QDOAS, with respect
to the same reference spectrum, and then we applied the MLE plot method to different
measurement periods. We have noticed that the estimated intercepts tend to differ with a
spread of the order of 2 × 1015 molec/cm2. We consider this as the error in the reference
contribution. Its contribution to the final NO2 VCDs errors will depend on the AMFs,
affecting the NO2 VCDs related to low AMFs more heavily. Final results on the estimated
references for both TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D, in the two measurement campaigns, are
shown in the Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.2.4. Filtering of Data Affected by Clouds

Since O4 presents absorption features in the same spectral windows used to retrieve
NO2 SCDs, we also retrieved the O4 SCDs that are used to filter out the measurements
heavily affected by clouds (see [32]). Indeed, as O4 concentrations are almost constant
in the atmosphere, variations in its SCDs are related to different paths crossed by light,
due to scattering processes. The filtering is based on an iterative process that exploits the
information coming from the O4 SCDs and NO2 VCDs retrieved in the current iteration.
This type of filtering is applied to zenith measurements only. The first step consists of
dividing all the O4 SCDs into 3◦-wide SZA bins and computing the O4 SCD median value
for each bin. Since we know that most days during the campaigns were sunny, we assume
that all these median values correspond to clear-sky conditions. At this point, to classify
clear and cloudy data, we need to define, for each SZA bin, a maximum distance from the
O4 SCD median value. In this way, data with O4 SCDs which fall outside the chosen range
are filtered out. This threshold is estimated through an iterative process. In the first step,
the criterion is very stringent, leading to a low number of clear-sky data. During every
iteration, the O4 range, in each SZA bin is increased, leading to more clear-sky data. The
process, in each SZA bin, stops when an important difference arises between the retrieved
NO2 VCDs labeled as clear and cloudy. In this way, we are confident to be filtering out
the NO2 VCDs labeled as cloudy that are systematically biased compared to the clear-sky
ones. Final filtering results for both TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D instruments, in the two
measurement campaigns, are reported in the Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.3. Bologna Inter-Comparison Campaign

The inter-comparison campaign between SkySpec-2D and TROPOGAS was performed
on the roof of the CNR-ISAC headquarter (Lat: 44.52◦N, Lon: 11.34◦E, Altitude: 39 m a.s.l.,
25 m a.g.l., Figure 1) within the CNR campus (Via Gobetti 101, Bologna, Italy) located in the
city suburbs. The measurement site is classified as urban background. The A14 motorway,
the Bologna (BLQ) international airport, and the city center are located 0.8 km to the north,
2.6 km to the west and 1.7 km to the south, respectively. The SkySpec-2D vs TROPOGAS
campaign was held from 4 August to 2 September 2021. The period was characterized by
generally stable and sunny weather. The TROPOGAS used a measurement configuration
that follows the FRM4DOAS guidelines. The SkySpec-2D operated in a similar way.

The TROPOGAS analysis was performed using a fixed reference spectrum (measured
on 11 August 2021 at 29.10◦ SZA). QDOAS set-up is reported in Table A1. We decided to
analyse the TROPOGAS spectra using the absorption cross-section at 298 K. This choice is
in agreement with the results in [33], where the authors state that, in polluted European
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regions, the effective temperatures representing NO2 total column is estimated to be about
270–280 K.

The SkySpec-2D analysis set-up is reported in Table A2. This set-up is almost the same
used for TROPOGAS apart from the larger spectral interval used.

Figure 1. Location of the CNR-ISAC in Bologna (black), of the San Pietro Capofiume “Giorgio Fea”
observatory (red) and of the BAQUNIN super-site in Rome (blue). Photos of the instruments in the
three locations are also shown.

In this case, we also chose to fit the NO2 SCDs using the cross-section at 298 K in order
to be consistent with the TROPOGAS analysis. Moreover, for consistency reasons, the fixed
reference spectrum used in the SkySpec-2D analysis was chosen as much as possible in
close time coincidence with the one used for the TROPOGAS analysis (measured on 11
August 2021 at 29.38◦ SZA).

The MLE plot analysis applied to TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D SCDs provides the
reference contributions of 4.5 × 1015 molec/cm2 (see Figure 2a) and 9.7 × 1015 molec/cm2

(see Figure 3a). Although the two chosen reference spectra are close in time, the two
reference contributions are different due to the high temporal variability in NO2 VCDs
occurring in the central hours of that day.
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Figure 2. (a) Modified Langley plot and (b) O4 SCDs data filtering for TROPOGAS during the
Bologna inter-comparison campaign. Results for NO2 cross sections at 298 K.
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At the end of the filtering process, 94% of data, acquired by TROPOGAS, were marked
as not heavily contaminated by clouds, as can be seen in Figure 2b, while the SkySpec-2D
clear-sky make up 96% of the observations (Figure 3b).

For comparison with satellite data, the TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D VCDs were
averaged in a time interval of ±60 min centered on the satellite overpass time. This high
averaging time-range was applied to improve statistical significance, since TROPOGAS
exposure times are higher than those for SkySpec-2D, leading to fewer measured spectra in
a given amount of time.
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Figure 3. (a) Modified Langley plot and (b) O4 SCDs data filtering for SkySpec-2D during the Bologna
inter-comparison campaign. Results for NO2 cross sections at 298 K.

2.4. BAQUNIN Inter-Comparison Campaign

The SkySpec-2D vs Pandora inter-comparison campaign was performed at the physics
department of La Sapienza University (Lat: 41.90◦N, Lon: 12.52◦E, Altitude: 75 m a.s.l.,
Figure 1), part of the BAQUNIN super-site [21]. Since the super-site has among its primary
objectives the validation of satellite products, best practices and QA procedures were
applied. The campaign was held in the time period from 6 to 21 September 2021. The
weather was sunny for the majority of the days, allowing the collection of good-quality
spectra. The inter-comparison campaign was performed simultaneously to the QUAlity
and TRaceabiliy of Atmospheric aerosol Measurements (QUATRAM)3 campaign.

In contrast with the analysis method described for the campaign in Bologna, we
decided to analyze the data, acquired during the measurement campaign in Rome, using
the cross-section at 254.5 K, in order to be as consistent as possible with the Pandora
analysis. Indeed, for the Pandora processing, the NO2 cross-section used was corrected for
the effective temperature which, during the measurement campaign, was estimated to be
on average around 270 K. Regardless, for completeness, we will show the impact of the
different cross-section temperatures on the final SkySpec-2D VCDs (see Section 3.2).

For the BAQUNIN campaign, the fixed reference spectrum used in the analysis was
chosen on a clear-sky day according to the pictures recorded by the SkySpec-2D cameras
(spectrum measured on 12 September 2021 at 37.89◦ SZA). The MLE plot, reported in
Figure 4a, shows an estimated reference contribution of 1.0 × 1016 molec/cm2.

The zenith SCDs were further processed to remove the heavily cloud-contaminated
measurements. The filtering based on using O4 SCDs excludes 5% of the observations
(Figure 4b).

For comparison with satellite data, the SkySpec-2D VCDs are averaged in a ±15 min
time interval centered on the satellite overpass time.
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Figure 4. (a) Modified Langley plot and (b) O4 SCDs data filtering for SkySpec-2D during the
BAQUNIN inter-comparison campaign. Results for NO2 cross sections at 254.5 K.

2.5. Correlative Data
2.5.1. Pandora Data

During the BAQUNIN campaign, the SkySpec-2D and the Pandora#117 operated
in close coincidence. The PGN centrally processes the spectra acquired by the Pandora
instruments. The Pandora #117 data were directly downloaded from the PGN website
(https://www.pandonia-global-network.org/, last access on 5 August 2022). We used the
most updated version of the data for NO2 (rnvs3p1-8). We considered only Pandora
retrievals with a data quality flag value of 0 or 10, corresponding to the so-called assured
high-quality data [34]. We will restate here that for the Pandora data analysis, the effective
temperature of the NO2 profile is estimated during the fit. The average value of the
retrieved effective temperature during the campaign corresponds to about 270 K.

For comparison with satellite data, the Pandora #117 VCDs were averaged in a time
interval of ±15 min centered on the satellite overpass time.

2.5.2. TROPOMI and OMI Satellite Data

Both Pandora- and MAX-DOAS-retrieved VCDs are routinely used for satellite valida-
tion [14,15,35,36]. In particular, they are used for TROPOMI NO2 product validation.

TROPOMI is a passive-sensing hyperspectral nadir-viewing imager aboard the S-
5P satellite, a near-polar Sun-synchronous orbit satellite flying at an altitude of 817 km,
with an overpass local time at ascending node of 13:30. TROPOMI has a swath width of
approximately 2600 km and a spatial resolution of 3.5 × 7 (5.5) km. TROPOMI has four
separate spectrometers that measure UV to SWIR in order to retrieve the concentrations of
several atmospheric constituents, including O3, NO2, SO2, CO, CH4, and CH2O, as well
as aerosol properties and surface UV radiation. The instrument and the product data are
described in detail in [22,37].

OMI is a UV–VIS nadir-viewing spectrometer developed by the Netherlands’ Agency
for Aerospace Programs and the Finnish Meteorological Institute. It is onboard NASA’s
EOS-Aura satellite platform. EOS-Aura has a Sun-synchronous polar orbit with an overpass
local time at ascending node of 13:30. The nominal footprint of the OMI ground pixels
is 24 × 13 km (across × along-track) at nadir to 165 × 13 km at the edges of the 2600 km
swath. For more details on the instrument, see [23,38].

For S-5P TROPOMI, we used the OFFL NO2 products [39,40]. For EOS-Aura OMI, we
used the Multi-Decadal Nitrogen Dioxide and Derived Products from Satellites (MINDS) [41],
which have been developed with the aim to be consistent data records currently spanning
about 15 years. At the moment, the MINDS archive covers the period from 1 October 2004
to 1 October 2021. For this reason, no comparison with OMI data after September 2021
was performed.

During this work, for both satellites, we used the NO2 summed total column, which is
the sum of the tropospheric and stratospheric VCDs. This product is described by the data

https://www.pandonia-global-network.org/
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provider as the best physical estimate of the NO2 vertical column and recommended for
comparison to ground-based total column observations [42].

For TROPOMI, we used only products with a combined quality assurance value
(qa_value) higher than 0.75 in order to remove cloudy spectra, parts of the scenes covered
by snow/ice, errors and problematic retrievals [40]. Since a quality flag is not available
for OMI, we used only data having the inverse of the cloud fraction greater than 0.75, as
suggested in [43].

For the comparison with ground-based products, the satellite data were averaged over
a circle centred on the ground site. For this, we used a 5 km radius for TROPOMI and 20
km radius for OMI, due to its lower spatial resolution.

3. Results
3.1. Bologna Inter-Comparison Campaign

The comparison between products from two MAX-DOAS instruments with different
characteristics processed with the same analysis method is useful for the assessment of the
instruments’ performances. This motivated the TROPOGAS versus SkySpec-2D comparison.

Figure 5a shows NO2 filtered VCDs retrieved from 4 to 30 of August 2021 by SkySpec-
2D and TROPOGAS and averaged over 5 min intervals. We observe a generally good
agreement between the two ground-based instruments considering both the absolute VCDs
values and their behavior during the day: the average difference is about 9%, with SkySpec-
2D-retrieved VCDs higher than for the TROPOGAS ones (see Table 1). Zooming on the
days 5 and 6 August (Figure 5b), we can appreciate how good the agreement is between
the two instruments in reproducing the NO2 variations during the day.

Considering again data averaged over 5 min intervals, the agreement between the two
instruments, over the whole campaign period, is characterized by a correlation coefficient
of 0.77, as can be seen from the scatterplot in Figure 6.

Moreover, the comparison with satellite data shows good results: in Figure 7 we
report the comparison between S-5P TROPOMI NO2 VCDs and ground-based instrument
retrievals averaged in a time interval of 60 min around the TROPOMI overpass time. The
average difference between satellite and ground-based results is about −15% with respect
to SkySpec-2D and −3% with respect to TROPOGAS.

The comparison with OMI data was performed using the same time criteriom (60 min)
and a relaxed spatial coincidence criteriom (20 km), to include a significant number of
satellite data. The bias is of the order of −22% with respect to SkySpec-2D and −12% with
respect to TROPOGAS (see Table 2).

Table 1. Relative bias and spread in NO2 total VCDs retrieved from SkySpec-2D- versus ground-
based instruments for different locations.

Site Ground-Based
(Month) TROPOGAS Pandora#117

Bologna
(August) 9. ± 19%

BAQUNIN—La Sapienza
(September) −24. ± 23% at 254.5 K; −19. ± 21% at 298 K
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Figure 5. (a) NO2 VCDs from TROPOGAS (in blue) and SkySpec-2D (in red), averaged in 5 min
intervals, during the Bologna inter-comparison campaign. (b) Zoom onto days 5 and 6 August 2021.

Table 2. Relative bias and spread in NO2 total VCDs retrieved from satellites versus ground-based
instruments for different locations. The radius used for spatial coincidence is 5 km around the station
for TROPOMI and 20 km for OMI, while the time interval is 15 or 60 min depending on instruments.

Site TROPOMI OMI
(Month) TROPOGAS Pandora#117 SkySpec-2D TROPOGAS Pandora#117 SkySpec-2D

Time Coinc. 60 min 15 min 15 min 60 min 15 min 15 min

Bologna
(August) −3. ± 29% −15. ± 17% −12. ± 36% −22. ± 12%

BAQUNIN—La Sapienza
(September) −34. ± 32.% −25. ± 29.% −73. ± 57% −60. ± 57 %

SPC
(October–June) 9. ± 26%
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Figure 6. Scatterplot of NO2 VCDs retrieved from TROPOGAS and SkySpec-2D during the Bologna
inter-comparison campaign and averaged in 5 min intervals.
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Figure 7. NO2 VCDs, averaged in 60 min intervals around the satellite overpass, from TROPOGAS
(in red) and SkySpec-2D (in blue) versus TROPOMI (red and blue shadows, respectively) during the
Bologna inter-comparison campaign. The TROPOMI shadows represent the mean values within the
5 km radius with standard deviations.

3.2. BAQUNIN Inter-Comparison Campaign

Although the SkySpec-2D series of instruments are included in the FRM4DOAS
network, to quantify the performances of our instrument we compared its measurements
to the reference fiducial instrument Pandora#117. To evaluate the quality of the products
of the SkySpec-2D instrument in the frame of satellite validation, we also compared the
SkySpec-2D and Pandora #117 NO2 VCDs to similar products retrieved from the S-5P
TROPOMI and the EOS-Aura OMI observations.
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The differences between the two ground-based datasets were evaluated considering
the entire period of the measurement campaign. The two datasets were averaged on
5 min intervals. The plots in Figures 8 and 9 show the scatterplot and daily distributions
of NO2 VCDs, respectively, retrieved by the two instruments. We observe an extremely
high correlation between the two datasets (0.902). SkySpec-2D correctly reproduces all
the features of the NO2 distributions observed by Pandora #117. The bias between the
two ground-based datasets is about −0.230 × 1016 molecules/cm2 (−24%). We analyzed
the differences between SkySpec-2D and Pandora NO2 VCDS also as a function of the
hour of the day, the solar zenith angle and solar azimuthal angle. Since we are used only
the SkySpec-2D zenith-sky observation, the only instrument that changes its observation
geometry (directly pointing to the Sun) is the Pandora. We did not observe any evident
dependency on these three quantities.

As already stated, for this campaign, we used NO2 cross sections for an equivalent
temperature of 254.5 K. However, in order to evaluate the impact and the uncertainty
introduced by non-representative cross sections, we computed the SkySpec-2D VCDs
considering also the cross sections at 220 K and 298 K, and we compared the different
products with respect to the Pandora #117 VCDs, see Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Scatterplot of NO2 VCDs retrieved from SkySpec-2D (NO2 cross sections at 254.5 K) and
Pandora#117 during the BAQUNIN inter-comparison campaign. Data are averaged in 5 min intervals.

Generally, we observed that different cross sections work as an offset, and that they do
not introduce any evident dependency from the SZA. We also observed that the uncertainty
introduced using a non-representative cross section is up to 10%, as reported in [44]. We
observed the best agreement using the NO2 cross section at 298 K (−19% difference).

Finally, we evaluated the agreement between the ground-based instruments and the
satellite datasets, exploiting the S-5P and EOS-Aura overpasses during the measurement
campaign. In Figure 10, we report the distributions of the ground-based observations and
the differences between these and the TROPOMI observations. Generally, we observed
that both Pandora #117 and SkySpec-2D NO2 VCDs overestimated the satellite NO2 VCDs.
We observed a bias of −25% for SkySpec-2D and −34% for Pandora#117 against S-5P
TROPOMI, and of −60% for SkySpec-2D and −73% for Pandora#117 with respect to
EOS-Aura OMI (not shown, coincidence criteria: 15 min, 20 km).
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Figure 9. NO2 VCDs retrieved from SkySpec-2D with NO2 cross sections at different temperatures
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inter-comparison campaign, results and absolute differences. Data are averaged in 5 min intervals.
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Figure 10. NO2 VCDs, averaged in 15 min intervals, retrieved from SkySpec-2D (in red) and Pan-
dora#117 (in blue), and NO2 VCDs measured by TROPOMI (grey shadow) during the BAQUNIN
inter-comparison campaign. The TROPOMI shadows represent the mean values within the 5 km
radius with standard deviations.

3.3. Routine Measurements of SkySpec-2D at SPC

After the two inter-comparison campaigns, the SkySpec-2D system was installed in its
final destination, the “Giorgio Fea” observatory at SPC, on 1 October 2021. The “Giorgio
Fea” meteorological station (Lat: 44.65◦N, Lon: 11.62◦E, Altitude: 11 m a.s.l., Figure 1)
owned by the Agenzia regionale per la prevenzione, l’ambiente e l’energia dell’Emilia-
Romagna (Arpae) is a historic base founded in the early 1980s. Several measurement
activities, such as micro-meteorological and project campaigns, are performed at the center.
The observatory, classified as rural background, hosts one of the two meteorological Arpae
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radars, the CMN-PV facility, and is part of the Aerosol, Clouds and Trace Gases Research
Infrastracture (ACTRIS) Italy network.

In this work, we consider the SkySpec-2D retrieved total NO2 VCDs from the 1 October
to the 4 June 2022. Since, according to [33], the effective temperatures representing the NO2
total column is estimated to be about 270–280 K in polluted European regions, as already
mentioned in Section 2.3, the cross-section at 298 K was used. Apart from the 14 November
2021, the period from the end of December 2021 to 4 January 2022 and some days during
May 2022 (interruptions due to technical issues), the Skyspec-2D operated continuously.
The average NO2 VCD is 0.70 × 1016 molecules/cm2.

The comparison between TROPOMI data (averaged in a radius of 5 km around the
“Giorgio Fea” observatory) and SkySpec-2D NO2 VCDs (averaged in a time interval of
15 min around the TROPOMI overpass time) is shown in Figure 11. The average difference
between satellite and ground-based results is of the order of +9%. As can be seen, the
satellite- and ground-base-retrieved VCDs behave similarly.
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Figure 11. NO2 VCDs retrieved from SkySpec-2D (in red) and TROPOMI (grey shadows) at the “Gior-
gio Fea” observatory in SPC. SkySpec-2D data are averaged in 15 min around the S-5P overpass time.
The TROPOMI shadows represent the mean values within the 5 km radius with standard deviations.

4. Discussions

We compared NO2 total VCDs retrieved from SkySpec-2D zenith-sky spectra with
NO2 total VCDs retrieved from the TROPOGAS instrument and with the ones from the
Pandora#117 instrument. Results are summarized in Table 1.

The comparison was performed using mostly similar parameters for SCDs retrieval
(e.g., cross-sections) to limit errors due to different processing methods. This can be easily
done for the comparison with the TROPOGAS (bias +9%, see Table 1) instrument, where
we can process the spectra in a very similar way through the use of similar configurations
in the QDOAS software. The only contribution to the bias coming from the processing
method is due to the uncertainties in the estimated references. As we wrote in Section 2.2.3,
we estimated the error in the reference contribution to be about 2 × 1015 molec/cm2. Since
most of the measurements acquired during the campaign in Bologna are related to AMFs
lower than 4 (see Figures 2a and 3a), the reference contribution errors will affect most of the
final NO2 VCDs, for each instrument, with at least 0.5 × 1015 molec/cm2. From these con-
siderations, the bias found between SkySpec-2D and TROPOGAS (0.57 × 1015 molec/cm2)
is fully consistent with the reference contribution errors. On the other hand, the errors in
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the AMFs (identical for both instruments) and in the SCDs (random errors), from the fit, do
not contribute to the systematic bias. Part of the discrepancies found between SkySpec-2D
and TROPOGAS NO2 VCDs are also due to the instrumental differences, such as different
FOVs and integration times.

Similar considerations can be made for the comparison with the satellite data during the
campaign in Bologna. The biases between TROPOMI and SkySpec-2D (−1 × 1015 molec/cm2)
and between TROPOMI and TROPOGAS (−0.2 × 1015 molec/cm2) are fully consistent
with the reference contribution errors. Indeed, the TROPOMI overpass always occurs
around noon, when the AMFs are lower than 2, leading to an error, propagated to the final
NO2 VCDs, of at least 1 × 1015 molec/cm2. The spatial and temporal mismatches between
satellite and ground-based acquisitions are responsible for the observed spread.

Different considerations must be made for the comparison with the Pandora#117
instrument, since the processing is performed by the PGN central facility and the instrument
has a different measurement configuration (direct radiance measurements). For this reason,
the bias is not only related to the uncertainties in the reference contributions, but also to
the errors in the AMFs. Considering that we have a bias of −24% with cross-section at
254.5 K and of −19% at 298 K, we can evince that using a cross-section at 270 K, which is
not present in literature and which represents the effective temperature for the Pandora#117
data (see Section 2.5.1), the bias would be of the order of −20%.

In addition, if we compare the performances of both ground-based instruments with
respect to satellite data (central row of Table 2), we can find that SkySpec-2D and Pan-
dora#117 have more similar biases (−25% and −34%, respectively) against TROPOMI than
the bias found in the comparison between SkySpec-2D and Pandora#117 (−24%). This
implies that the two instruments are affected by a lower bias near the satellite overpass
time. This can be mainly due to the fact that near 1 PM, the position of the Sun determines
a more similar viewing geometry between the two instruments than at other hours of the
day, thus reducing possible differences due to errors in the AMFs.

In general, we can conclude that the SkySpec-2D results are within the range of the
TROPOGAS and Pandora#117 ones; indeed, the SkySpec-2D NO2 VCDs are higher than
the TROPOGAS (9%) and lower than the Pandora#117 results (−20%).

This result highlights the quality of the SkySpec-2D NO2 total VCDs and also the
quality of the NO2 total VCDs retrieved from the research-grade custom-built TROPOGAS
instrument: despite the old design, the instrument is still competitive.

Table 2 shows the results of the comparison of satellite and ground-based retrieved
NO2 total VCDs for different locations, instruments and months. In general, the satellite
data underestimate the NO2 total VCDs with respect to the ground-based instruments in
all locations for August, September, and October 2021. These differences are consistent
with the well-known biases reported in the literature between NO2 VCDs derived from
satellite and ground-based instruments. In [13], the comparison between TROPOMI and
Pandora instruments reveals that TROPOMI underestimates the NO2 VCDs, mainly in
polluted areas, by up to 40%. A similar bias affects OMI measurements in highly polluted
conditions, by up to 50% [45]. Indeed, we found higher biases, in absolute values, in Rome,
where the pollution conditions are worse than in Bologna.

Our results also reveal that the bias for OMI is, in absolute values, higher than for
TROPOMI, mainly at La Sapienza (Rome). This is probably due to the low capability of
OMI, due to its low spatial resolution, to properly detect polluted hot spots like Rome.

The only case where the satellite NO2 total VCDs are higher than the corresponding
SkySpec-2D ones is for the whole period from November to February in SPC, as can be seen
from Figure 11. This is mainly related to the fact that our AMFs, simulated with NO2 input
profiles which contain low tropospheric amounts, differ a lot from the real AMFs, mainly
during winter. Indeed, the Po Valley is known to be heavily polluted, mainly during the
winter season, when thermal inversion conditions are usually present.

Figure 12a shows the impact that high NO2 concentrations in the lower troposphere
have on the NO2 AMFs. As we can see, the AMFs are biased in different ways depending
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on the SZA. In particular, the AMFs that we used for estimating the NO2 VCDs would
be underestimated for low SZAs and overestimated for high SZAs in highly polluted
conditions. Consequently, this would lead to an overestimation of the NO2 VCDs for
low SZAs and an underestimation for high SZAs. In Figure 12b, we can see that the bias
between TROPOMI and DOAS NO2 VCDs seems to agree with the previous considerations
on the AMFs. Indeed, the bias increases with the SZAs and becomes large, mainly in
highly polluted conditions. For low SZAs, the expected underestimation is less detectable
because, as we can see, the NO2 content is low. This dependence of the NO2 VCDs on the
SZAs is due to the fact that the TROPOMI overpass occurs almost at the same time, which
corresponds to higher SZAs during December and January and lower SZAs in October and
after March.

Another reason for the observed discrepancies during winter may be linked to the
important spatial inhomogeneities in the NO2 VCDs observed by TROPOMI only during
winter (see Figure 11). Indeed, SkySpec-2D, being located in a rural area far from streets and
other local pollution sources, may be representative of a very local low-pollution condition.
These spatial inhomogeneities may be related to the atmospheric conditions in the Po Valley
that, during winter, are affected by low vertical and horizontal mixing, due to the presence
of thermal inversion and low wind conditions.
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Figure 12. (a) Percentage differences between NO2 AMFs computed with increased NO2 tropospheric
content and non-perturbed profile. (b) Differences between NO2 VCDs measured by TROPOMI and
SkySpec-2D in SPC with respect to the SZA and the NO2 VCDs measured by TROPOMI.

5. Conclusions

Although the Po Valley is the most polluted Italian area, no continuous DOAS/MAX-
DOAS measurements compliant with FRM4DOAS standards have been performed there
until now. The need for DOAS measurements satisfying QA criteria motivates, in the frame
of the IDEAS-QA4EO DOAS-BO ESA project, the assessment of the performances of a
built-in spectrometer (the TROPOGAS, located in Bologna) with respect to FRM4DOAS
requirements. In addition, the CNR-ISAC institute acquired a new FRM4DOAS-compliant
MAX-DOAS system (SkySpec-2D) in the frame of an Italian funded project. The selected
location for this system is the “Giorgio Fea” meteorological observatory at SPC.

Since CNR-ISAC acquired the SkySpec-2D, the necessity of assessing the performances
of an old-fashioned MAX-DOAS system, like the TROPOGAS, with respect to a new state-
of-the-art system has been clear. For this purpose, we performed an inter-comparison
campaign in Bologna during August 2021. We observed a generally good agreement
(correlation of 0.77 considering filtered data) between the two ground-based MAX-DOAS
instruments considering the absolute VCD values and their behavior during the day.
TROPOGAS underestimates the NO2 VCDs by about 9% with respect to SkySpec-2D, and
both ground-based instruments overestimate the NO2 columnar content with respect to
the satellite. Nevertheless, despite the old design and the aging of a few components, the
analysis has shown that the TROPOGAS is still a remarkable instrument. It represents
the MAX-DOAS know-how still present in Italy, and there is the intention to maintain
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it operative on the roof of the CNR-ISAC in Bologna as far as possible. The SkySpec-
2D took part in the inter-comparison campaign at La Sapienza University in Rome (part
of the BAQUNIN super-site) with the Pandora#117, part of the PGN, which provides
valuable information on the total column of NO2 and which is routinely used for satellite
validation. The results highlight the good quality of SkySpec-2D measurements, with a
correlation of 0.9. SkySpec-2D underestimates the NO2 VCDs with respect to Pandora#117
by about 20% and both the ground-based instruments overestimate, more heavily than in
Bologna, the NO2 VCDs with respect to the satellite. The measurement campaign within
the BAQUNIN super-site revealed the importance of having analogous systems close to
each other to deeply investigate the production/destruction processes and the dynamics of
the pollutants. Even on this basis, CNR-ISAC decided to pursue the opportunity to install
the SkySpec-2D in the meteorological station “Giorgio Fea”, located at the rural site of SPC
and to maintain the TROPOGAS at the CNR-ISAC premises in Bologna.

Finally, the SkySpec-2D has been deployed in its final collocation at SPC. The first
months of zenith-sky spectra were analyzed to retrieve NO2 total VCDs and compared with
satellite products with good results (bias of −9%). To fully exploit the potential of MAX-
DOAS measurements for retrieving aerosols and gaseous vertical profiles, a dedicated
retrieval code is needed (e.g., [17]). We have not yet developed such a code, and we plan to
do so in the future. For this reason, in this work, we report only results obtained using the
DOAS technique and zenith-sky measurements. The quality of obtained NO2 total VCDs,
assessed against other ground-based and satellite products, is an indicator of the potential
of this new MAX-DOAS station. Recently, the spectra recorded by the SkySpec-2D were
delivered to the FRM4DOAS team with the purpose of soon officially being included in
their centralized processing.

This exercise represents the first step towards a new Italian MAX-DOAS network that
aims to cover one of the most significant polluted areas in Italy with fully FRM4DOAS-
compliant MAX-DOAS systems. This study has also shown the crucial importance of synergies
between different instruments to better exploiting an individual instrument’s potential.
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Appendix A

Table A1. QDOAS settings for TROPOGAS NO2 SCDs calculations in visible spectral range; “orto.”
means that cross sections are orthogonalized with respect to another cross section at a different
temperature.

NO2 Vis Ref. Cross Section

Calibration 455–495 nm (6 points)
spectral range

Retrieval 460–490 nm
spectral range

Considered XS NO2 298 K from Van Daele [46]
NO2 220 K from Van Daele [46]

(orto. to NO2 298 K)
O3 223 K from Bogumil [47]

O4 from Herman [48]
Ring computed according to [49]

O3 293 K from Bogumil [47]
(orto. to O3 223 K)

Glyoxal from Volkamer [50]
H2O from Herman [48]

Other fits Polynomial deg. 5
linear offset order 1

Table A2. QDOAS settings for SkySpec-2D NO2 SCDs calculations in visible spectral range; “orto.”
means that cross sections are orthogonalized with respect another cross section at a different tempera-
ture. The NO2 cross sections used for the measurement campaigns in Bologna and Rome are labeled
with (a) and (b), respectively.

NO2 Vis Ref. Cross Section

Calibration 420–500 nm (6 points)
spectral range

Retrieval 430–490 nm
spectral range

Considered XS (a) NO2 298 K from Van Daele [46]
(a) NO2 220 K from Van Daele [46]

(a) (orto. to NO2 298 K)
(b) NO2 254.5 K from Van Daele [46]

O3 223 K from Bogumil [47]
O4 from Herman [48]

Ring computed according to [49]
O3 293 K from Bogumil [47]

(orto. to O3 223 K)
Glyoxal from Volkamer [50]

H2O from Herman [48]

Other fits Polynomial deg. 5
linear offset order 1
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